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Hypeloot 


	Earn up to $12000 USDT Daily
	Join 170.000+ Users
	First-Ever AI Gaming Platform
	Live since 2022
	Start instantly
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SirWin 


	New Leader Crypto Casino & Sports Betting
	No KYC & VPN-friendly - Open Global
	Provably Fair - Fast Payout - 7/24 Support
	2 Sportsbook,70 Casino Providers, more then 10.000 Games
	Welcome Offer Pack - 550% Up to 1500$ + 400$ Free chip
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BitStarz 


	Award-Winning Crypto Casino
	Get 5 BTC + 200 Free Spins
	Record Win - $2.4 Million!
	4500+ Top-quality games
	Get your winnings in minutes
	Join & Win today!
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Decryption in cryptocurrency 


Decryption refers to the act of decoding information that had been encrypted and barred from third party access. 



Read more →






Honeyminer in crypto mining 


Honeyminer was an online crypto mining software for users to mine various cryptocurrencies without investing in expensive and typically scarce... 



Read more →






Fiat-Pegged Cryptocurrencies 


Fiat-pegged cryptocurrencies are cryptocurrencies that maintain an equal value with a real-world currency. 



Read more →






Liquidity Provider in DeFi 


A Liquidity provider is an investor or crypto holder who deliberately stakes their assets on DeFi platforms, mostly DEX, to... 



Read more →
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The U.S. Treasury is pushing to expand its powers to increase oversight of cryptocurrency service providers, including foreign ones. 
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The deBridge protocol has launched a point system to empower its community by recognizing contributions across its ecosystem. 
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Another digital asset exchange has moved to tap Dubai’s crypto-friendly regulatory landscape, with plans to expand in the region.  
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Cryptocurrency exchange Binance CEO Richard Teng said the company has overcome cultural issues after several setbacks. 
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Worldcoin has introduced the ability to unverify World IDs via permanent iris code deletion in response to growing scrutiny. 
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What does the future hold for the platform now that Bankman-Fried faces decades in prison, and is there any chance... 
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Steven Nerayoff, a former adviser to Ethereum, has initiated a lawsuit against the U.S. government, seeking $9.6 billion. 
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CryptoRank presented a report on the state of venture capital funding in the industry for the first quarter. 
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Bitcoin ETFs saw a net outflow of $223 million on Monday after four consecutive days of net inflow. 
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A report published by the Financial Stability Institute on Tuesday warned about the need for uniform regulatory frameworks for stablecoins across different countries. 
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BitMEX Founder Arthur Hayes shared his opinion on Bitcoin's price on the eve of its halving. 
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Fantom’s Andre Cronje shares ‘safer meme coin’ thesis 





Blockchain developer Andre Cronje detailed how a safer meme coin and community may be achieved using transparent tokenomics to derisk projects on Fantom. 
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KangaMoon (KANG) has exceeded expectations in its ongoing presale, after rewarding early buyers with a massive ROI#sponsored 
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POKT Network has expanded its decentralized infrastructure by launching three new Gateways in partnership with Developer DAO, Porters (backed by... 
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On April 8, YouTube saw a flood of fake Space X giveaway scams executed under the guise of live streams... 
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Aptos Labs has inked a partnership with io.net to enhance access to scalable GPU resources in a bid to boost... 
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The Benchmark Company analyst Mark Plamer expects Bitcoin’s price to hit $150,000 by the end of 2025.  Palmer’s comments came... 
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Swiss central bank sees no need for public CBDC as risks outweigh benefits 





Swiss National Bank Chair Thomas Jordan says public central bank digital currency is unnecessary, suggests focusing on interbank trials. Switzerland... 
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Chinese police investigate developers of Filecoin’s second-largest defi protocol STFIL 





Liquid staking protocol STFIL is allegedly under investigation by Chinese police amid concerning fund transfers and protocol upgrades. The STFIL... 
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NEO hits yearly high with 40% overnight surge 





NEO, the native token of the blockchain-based platform Neo, surged 40% overnight to its highest price point within a year,... 
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US Treasury seeks secondary sanctions tool to go after crypto exchanges 





The U.S. Treasury is pushing for more authority to tackle the growing misuse of crypto by Iran, Russia, and North... 
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30% of Deutsche Bank clients expect Bitcoin to drop below $20k 





German investment bank Deutsche Bank has published a new survey showing consumers are becoming slightly less skeptical about crypto. Deutsche... 
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Options market projects Bitcoin’s chances of reaching $100k 





More than 600 Bitcoin $100,000 strike call options were traded in a significant block trade earlier today.  
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Ethena Labs scores $250m allocation for USDeFRAX pool 





Synthetic dollar developer Ethena Labs received the green light for a USDeFRAX liquidity pool with Frax Finance to diversify FRAX stablecoin yield.  
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Pump.fun finds revenue behind meme coin-centric platform launch 





Pump.fun, a meme coin creation and trading platform, has reported a staggering revenue of $5.2 million in just 38 days. 
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CoinShares: Bitcoin drives crypto investment inflows to $13.8b record 





Digital asset investment products have reached a record inflow for the year after receiving $646 million from investors mainly interested in Bitcoin last week. 
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crypto.news is a leading name in the cryptocurrency news space, providing the latest and most relevant updates on Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Ripple ecosystems. Setting the industry standard in journalism, crypto.news covers a wide array of topics ranging from Bitcoin, Ethereum, altcoins, regulations, NFTs, DeFi, Metaverse, and blockchain technology. Our reporters and technical analysts are always striving to not only be the earliest but also the most accurate to offer the latest developments in the crypto industry to our readers across the globe as we keep a close eye on all the price action in the industry, including Bitcoin price and Ethereum price. crypto.news also offers an opportunity to earn free Bitcoin through a range of Bitcoin faucets. To stay updated with the latest in Bitcoin News, Ethereum News, Ripple News, and all other developments in the digital assets industry, follow crypto.news.
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